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Abstract
New, “big” data sources allow measurement of city characteristics and outcome variables higher
frequencies and finer geographic scales than ever before. However, big data will not solve large urban
social science questions on its own. Big data has the most value for the study of cities when it allows
measurement of the previously opaque, or when it can be coupled with exogenous shocks to people or
place. We describe a number of new urban data sources and illustrate how they can be used to improve
the study and function of cities. We first show how Google Street View images can be used to predict
income in New York City, suggesting that similar image data can be used to map wealth and poverty in
previously unmeasured areas of the developing world. We then discuss how survey techniques can be
improved to better measure willingness to pay for urban amenities. Finally, we explain how Internet data
is being used to improve the quality of city services.
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Introduction

Historically, most research on urban areas has relied on coarse aggregate statistics and smaller-scale surveys.
Over the past decade, however, digitization of records, expansion of sensor networks, and the computerization of society has produced a wealth of city data at high temporal frequencies and low levels of spatial and
temporal aggregation.
The “big data” revolution will fundamentally change urban science. Big data turns a cross-section of space
into living data, offering a broader and finer picture of urban life than has ever been available before. Moreover, in combination with predictive algorithms, big data may allow us to extrapolate outcome variables to
previously unmeasured parts of the population. Nevertheless, classical issues of causal inference remain—
big data rarely solves identification problems on its own.
For answering classical questions of social science—such as understanding the impact and mechanisms of
urban growth, and valuing urban amenities and policies—big data becomes powerful once it is combined
with exogenous sources of variation. In urban contexts, the two key exogenous variation sources are “shocks
to places” and “shocks to people”; the former consist of high-frequency events that affect geographic regions (e.g., the opening of a million dollar plant; see Greenstone et al. (2010)), while the latter consist of
high-frequency events that affect geographic regions within cities (e.g., the Moving to Opportunity (MTO)
experiment; see Katz et al. (2001) and Chetty et al. (2015)).
Big data is also improving city management. By making their operations more data-driven, cities can finetune regulations, improve the allocation of scarce resources, and forecast future needs. Crucially, for many
urban data interventions, simply being able to predict outcomes or characteristics is valuable on its own—
many practical problems in cities do not directly require causal inference. Moreover, many data-driven
interventions are scalable; hence, expansion of data collection and digitization efforts across cities attracts
entrepreneurship and innovation.
In Section 2 of this paper, we discuss four questions at the heart of urban social science:
• How does urban development influence the economy?
• How does the physical city interact with social outcomes?
• How much do people value urban amenities?
• How can public policy improve the quality of physical space?
For each question, we highlight how new data sources may improve research by providing improved measurements, and/or new outcome variables of interest. All policy analysis is limited in the scope of outcomes
that can be considered; by providing a broad, finely measured snapshot of urban life, big data can enable
assessment of policy impacts across new outcome dimensions. And big data is often available at high fre-
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quencies, enabling researchers to measure policies’ effects in real time.
We caution throughout, however, that finer measurement can sometimes make inference worse—not better—
because the selection problems become more severe at the block- or building-level. The strongest case for
using big data to assess economic outcomes in cities is when fine geography can be matched with longitudinal data and random events that are tied to a particular locale; in those settings, big data can enable
researchers to examine whether there is a treatment effect on people who are close to the random event, no
matter where they move.
In Section 3, we show how big data sources can facilitate measurement when government economic statistics
are lacking. We use a computer-based visual recognition technique to form a prediction model linking
income with Google Street View imagery across New York City block groups. We then show that this
prediction model has a .77 R2 when used to predict income out-of-sample in New York City and a .71 R2
when used to predict income out-of-sample in Boston. Our illustration here suggests that image corpora
may provide a key to mapping wealth and poverty in previously unmeasured areas of the developing world.
This approach could be used to extrapolate GPS-coded income surveys to much larger populations through
image analysis. It should also be possible to provide new insight into the extent of segregation. By tracking
changing images over time, computer vision can provide new ways to evaluate the effects of policies as well.
More generally, combining big data sources like imagery with predictive methods can be used to “fill in the
blanks” in a variety of smaller-sample data sources useful for urban economics.1
Section 4 turns to urban surveys and contingent valuation. Typically, contingent valuation has been used
for environmental amenities—a context in which it has been disparaged by economists because of nonfamiliarity and non-instrumental preference problems (Hausman (2012)). We believe that housing price
hedonics are the best tool for examining how homeowners value local amenities. Nevertheless, there are
many urban amenities that bring benefits for people who do not live nearby2 ; for such amenities, survey
techniques may be the only way to estimate valuations. We propose two means of improving accuracy of
contingent valuation surveys in the urban domain: making choices comparable and and compatible with
personal experience. Researchers should not ask subjects to compare an urban park to tax receipts; rather,
they should compare one urban park with another equally appealing use of public funds, such as early
childhood education slots or increased sidewalk greenspace. Additionally, surveys should be structured in
ways that do not ask subjects to make judgments that are completely foreign to their real-world experiences.
Few people have ever had to decide whether to spend ten million dollars on an urban park. However, people
choose where they walk on a daily basis. Thus, rather than asking people about monetary valuations for
1
For example, if researchers have image time-series, then it will be possible to examine whether a new road increases economic
prosperity in the region (for a related example, see Naik et al. (2015)). Image data will never on their own enable us to see whether
a treatment impacts people or just place—since images do not indicate whether the occupants of particular areas have changed—but
imagery provides rich outcome variables at lower levels of aggregation than were previously available.
2
For example, Central Park presumably benefits even those New Yorkers who do not live on Fifth Avenue or Central Park West,
both by providing leisure space and by improving air quality.
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parks, it may be preferable to gauge demand by asking whether people would walk a block to have the
chance of walking through the park instead of a more standard streetscape.
Finally, Section 5 looks at the connection between big data and government service provision. There are
many areas in which public services improve with information, including ensuring sanitary conditions in
restaurants and hotels, targeting repairs of potholes, identifying struggling students, or deciding sentences
for convicted criminals; in many of these contexts, machine learning can be used to make urban resource
allocation more efficient. Complaints on Tripadvisor or Yelp, for example, can be used to guide public
inspections via predictive algorithms. Big data thus provides a means of improving city services—often
without explicitly requiring causal inference.3 Generalizing from the preceding examples, we provide a
taxonomy of new data sources that can be used to improve both the measurement of urban quality of life
and the allocation of scarce resources.

2

Urban Questions and Big Data

In this section, we review four key questions of urban science, and discuss how big data can be used to help
answer each. None of the questions we discuss here are new—we focus on how big data helps us approach
classical questions in new ways. Throughout, we will differentiate between cases where big data just means
better measurement and cases where big data offers the possibility of better identification as well.
First, we examine the core question of urban economics: how urbanization and the physical city impact
productivity. Then, we consider broader questions of urban social science—how the physical city impacts
to non-economic outcomes like quality of life, social connections, and leisure activities. Next, we turn to
the closely related question of how people value changes in the city. Finally, we turn to practice, examining
how new data can improve the quality of urban services.

How does urban development influence the economy?
The literatures in urban and regional economics have focused first and foremost on identifying the determinants of local productivity. Perhaps the most central question is whether there are agglomeration economies
(e.g., Ciccone and Hall (1996)): Do increases in density increase productivity? Perhaps most policy-relevant
is the impact of infrastructure (see, e.g., Gramlich (1994)): Do infrastructure investments deliver large economic returns? A third urban economics literature (see, e.g., Rauch (1993); Moretti (2004)) examines
human capital spillovers: Does having educated neighbors make you more productive?
3

Our computer vision analysis in Section 3 shows that machine learning methods can be used to extrapolate dependent variables
for use in economic analysis. The case of city resource allocation provides a second instance in which applying machine learning
algorithms to big data from cities can be directly useful—even without new sources of variation.
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In the case of productivity outcomes, big data typically means administrative income data available at fine
geographic frequencies (and sometimes disaggregated temporal frequencies as well). Administrative Internal Revenue Service (IRS) data, for example, provides address-level information on income. Longitudinal
Business Database data provides address-level data on firm productivity and revenues. Other sources, such
as credit card companies, can provide urban business sales data that is disaggregated across both time and
space.
Even very fine data, however, does little on its own. Big data is most valuable when it improves causal
inference, typically through combination with exogenous shocks.4
Typically, the underlying cross-sectional relationships are clear. A one log point increase in density at the
metropolitan area (or zip code) level is associated with about a .06 log point increase in productivity or
wages (Glaeser and Gottlieb (2008)). The human capital spillover relationships are even stronger. The hard
question is whether these cross-sectional relationships reflect causality or unobserved heterogeneity across
people and/or across places.5
From a historical perspective, unobserved place-based heterogeneity is likely to be quite significant. Nineteenth century New York grew great because its harbor and water-borne access into the American continent
provided huge productive advantages not only to traders, but also to manufacturers who benefited from
lower transportation costs. The coal mines outside of Pittsburgh provided productive advantages to the steel
factories of Andrew Carnegie, and those productive advantages induced the migration that made Pittsburgh
a great metropolis.
We now typically think of place-based productivity advantages as having been eroded by declining transportation costs. Indeed, Combes et al. (2010) are sufficiently confident about the irrelevance of historically
important geologic features that they use them as instruments for population density, which can only be
a valid procedure if geographic features are truly irrelevant to productivity today. The urban transition
from manufacturing goods (which may rely on local inputs) to services (which typically do not) makes the
Combes et al. (2010) assumption distinctly plausible, and suggest that unobserved place-based heterogeneity
in productivity may not significantly bias agglomeration and human capital spillover estimates.6
That said, sorting on the basis of human capital remains as important as ever. Berry and Glaeser (2005)
document that cities with higher skills as of 1940 or 1970 increased their skill levels more dramatically
in subsequent decades. Sorting on observables into cities is relatively mild in the U.S. (Glaeser and Maré
(2001)), but this is not true in Europe (Combes et al. (2008)). The problem of unobserved sorting among
4
These shocks can be shocks-to-people, such as the Moving to Opportunity Experiment (MTO) (see Katz et al. (2001) and
Chetty et al. (2015)) that moved poorer people to richer neighborhoods, or shocks-to-place, such as the opening of a new subway
stop.
5
Unobserved heterogeneity across people across people reflects the sorting of people into places based on ability levels. Unobserved heterogeneity across places reflects the tendency of people to move into areas that have exogenously higher productivity.
6
However, local productivity advantages stemming from public policies may remain, as discussed by Holmes (1998).
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people is likely to be particularly severe when estimating human capital spillovers—in that case, the independent variable is the extent of sorting on observable skills, and it seems implausible that sorting on
unobservable skills would follow the same pattern.
Identification of agglomeration or human capital externalities typically comes in two ways: shocks to people or shocks to places. The “shocks to people” approach involves looking at a sample of people who
change locations for exogenous reasons. The “shocks to places” approach involves examining the impact of
exogenous changes to a particular locale.
What will big data do to the estimation of agglomeration economies and human capital spillovers? Better
measures of income and output will make it possible to examine things at much finer levels of spatial and
temporal aggregation. Finer geographic details makes it much easier to imagine estimating the impacts of
fine-grained physical geography. When agglomeration work is done at a high level of aggregation, as in
Ciccone and Hall (1996), the role of street level physical space is almost imperceptible, but when agglomeration is studied in more detail, as in Arzaghi and Henderson (2008), the streetscape’s role becomes more
obvious.
In a sense, the geographic detail offered by big data reduces measurement error but makes sorting even
more problematic. The county level employment density of 1,000 workers per square kilometer—which is
higher than 95% of U.S. zip codes—tells us next to nothing about the actual density and physical structure
of the work environment. If the workers are spread evenly, then there are about four workers per acre, which
would suggest relatively low density suburban work environments. Conversely, if the workers are crammed
together in a dense urban core, then they could be in skyscrapers.
County-level data is an extremely imprecise measure of the density experienced by the average worker, but
finer detail can also be misleading because of sorting. We can look at geographic detail at a finer level even
without big data sources and see the promise and pitfalls of disaggregation. Figure 1 shows the relationship
between payroll per employee and employment density across 68 New York City zip codes. County business
patterns zip code data on New York City is incomplete, partially because zip codes can include only one or
two employers. The estimated elasticity is .30 (standard error of .027), which is over five times the estimated
elasticity found using national data.
Since zip codes are much smaller than counties, zip code density really does tell us about the physical
environment. For example, zip code 10171—which has the highest earnings in Figure 1 (over $450,000 per
worker)—is one square and extremely dense block of midtown Manhattan. Zip code 10039—which is the
least employment dense zip code in Figure 1—is a far less tall swath of northern Harlem.
However, while zip code-level analysis prima facie suggests a stronger density–productivity relationship
than county-level estimates suggest, sorting within cities is likely to be far more extreme than sorting across
cities. (No one could possibly think that the workers employed in service industries in the outer boroughs
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Figure 1: Per Capita Payroll and Density Across New York City Zip Codes
Data on employment and annual payroll is from County Business Patterns (2013). Data on land areas is from the
2010 Census.
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of New York are likely to have the same qualifications as workers on Park Avenue!) Moreover, spatial
equilibrium models following Rosen (1979) and Roback (1982) accept spatial differences in wages that are
offset by spatial differences in amenities and housing costs. Workers in Manhattan all face the same menu
of housing costs and amenities. Firms may be more productive in some areas than others, but the logic
of equilibrium models suggests that locational advantages in productivity within a city should be paid for
through higher real estate costs, not higher wages. While we cannot know with certainty, we suspect that
using finer and finer data in this case may make identification problems worse, rather than better, because
increased sorting across space biases the results much more than improved measurement unbiases them.
Fine geographic and temporal detail becomes more valuable when it is merged with “shocks to places,” i.e.,
plausibly exogenous variation varying over both time and space.7 New infrastructure, such as highways
(Baum-Snow (2007)), provide one possible source of exogenous variation. Spatially delineated public policies, such as empowerment zones (Busso and Kline (2008)), provide another. If a highway or public policy
is unexpected, and if there exist plausible control groups, then high-resolution data can enable researchers
to plausibly estimate causal impacts by comparing areas that are close to the new infrastructure to areas that
are far away. Infrastructure’s impact is likely to decay continuously, but some public policies create sharp
spatial breaks (as in Black (1999)). Spatial breaks make for an ideal experiment, because it is possible to
compare workers literally across the street from each other. When using infrastructure changes for identification, fine data becomes extremely important: the analysis requires data fine enough to compare businesses
that truly close to the change with similar businesses that are further away.8,9
An alternative tool is the “shocks to people” approach that examines the changes in an individual’s productivity when that individual is relocated from one environment to another. Again, here big data offers
opportunities—but only when it is paired with a plausible source of random variation.
Perhaps, the most famous example of a “shocks to people” experiment is the MTO (again, see Katz et al.
(2001) and Chetty et al. (2015)). In this experiment, poorer households were randomly allocated vouchers
that enabled and incentivized them to move to lower poverty areas. While some of the earlier analyses of
MTO found minimal effects, Chetty et al. (2015) found that children who were moved early enough through
MTO experienced clear improvements in earnings. Big data from the IRS was critical to the Chetty et al.
(2015) study, because access to IRS records meant that all of the study’s participants could be followed years
7

If there is exogenous variation that differs only across space (e.g., natural aspects of geography), then sorting remains unabated.
The value of temporal granularity is more debatable. If a change really will have immediate impacts, such as those created by
an electricity outage, then big data’s precision seems valuable. In the more standard case, where the time of response to shocks
is uncertain, then ultra-high frequency data is likely to be less valuable. In all cases, it is better if the original inhabitants of the
shocked geographic area can be followed, rather than just the current residents, since there will inevitably be some sorting ex post.
9
The preceding examples show cases in which big data might improve existing estimates where there are shocks to places,
but the shocks do not specifically estimate the impact of agglomeration economies or human capital spillovers unless further
assumptions are added to the model. For example: A structural model can be written where agglomeration economies are created
by a distance weighted measure of nearby economic activity. If distance is measured by time and cost of travel, then a shock
to transport infrastructure represents a shock to agglomeration. The new infrastructure then presents exogenous variation in the
amount of nearby activity and it can be used to estimate the size of agglomeration economies.
8
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after the experiment took place.
Because of unobservable sorting, estimates of agglomeration economies or human capital spillovers require
experiments—big data alone is not enough. That said, big data can supplement and improve estimates from
existing studies, as illustrated by the work of Chetty et al. (2015). Big data may also make it possible to
estimate treatment effects of smaller-scale interventions that would be missed with classical data sources.10
There are small, natural shocks to cities every day. Big data may make it easier to use those shocks to better
understand urban productivity.

How does the physical city interact with social outcomes?
While economists are particularly focused on productivity, urbanists more generally are at least as interested
in social outcomes. Newman (1972) hypothesized that urban design could influence the level of crime by
creating “defensible space.” Architects have long argued that good buildings bring happiness, and that
physical space helps shape social relations. Few people would doubt that transportation infrastructure has at
least some impact on travel times and potentially on public health (Currie and Walker (2011)).
Much of urban economics has been relatively detached from many physical aspects of the city, such as
architecture and streetscapes. The large literature on agglomeration economics typically relates per capita
productivity or wages with some measure of economic density, such as the number of employees in the
metropolitan area. The literature on housing price hedonics typically does control for measured features of
housing units (e.g., numbers of bathrooms and square footage), but hedonic estimates rarely measure the
appearance of the outside neighborhood or even the quality of the interior space.
The lack of connection between urban social science and the physical city is in part driven by a lack of data
on the physical attributes of urban space. New big data tools make it increasingly possible both to measure
the physical city and to measure outcomes that may be influenced by urban space.
Big data provides new opportunities to measure city characteristics at fine scales: At this point, the physical
geography of most American cities is online and accessible to social scientists. As we describe Section 3,
street-level imagery data from Google Street View can be used to measure the physical city. City maps tell
us transport modes and street grids. Mapping platforms and applications provide high-frequency measures
of traffic.
Big data is also providing us with a far wider range of potential outcome variables to study. Social network
maps can be derived from Facebook and LinkedIn. In principle, the GPS components of smartphones enable
urban mobility to be tracked on a truly fine geographic scale. In many cases, privacy concerns limit the full
10

For example, credit card sales data available store-by-store,would make it easier to estimate the business impact of pedestrianizing a street or opening a new bus stop.
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use of the data—but new privacy technologies may make it possible to use fine data for research without
significant loss of individual privacy (see, e.g., Dwork and Roth (2013)).
We also have a large amount of information on health, crime, and education outcomes. Researchers have
used medical records for years, but new electronic medical record systems lead to data that is more detailed,
robust, and machine-readable (see, e.g., Kho et al. (forthcoming)). Partnering with police forces allows
access to daily reported crime data (Braga and Bond (2008)). Since the pioneering work of John Kain in the
1990s, researchers have been using administrative test records to assess educational interventions (Glaeser
et al. (2004)).
How can newly available data help us better assess the social impact of the physical city? For an illustration,
we consider the question of why mortality is now lower in many big cities such as New York. One potential
explanation is lower car use, which may mean both more exercise and less risk of motor vehicle deaths.
In principle, GPS data can get us better measures of just how much walking and driving is being done by
urbanites of all ages. While we have some measures of driving from the National Personal Transportation
Survey, these data are based on small samples. GPS datasets can become huge and enable researchers to
measure the mobility behavior of wider range of people; in principle, mobility data can also be linked with
medical records to look for cross-sectional correlations.
Unfortunately, the preceding exercise again highlights that big data on its own establishes only correlation—
not causality. Even if the data show that urbanites walk more and that people who walk more are healthier,
we cannot interpret this as meaning that walking causes health generally or the healthy of urbanites in
particular. We would need some alternative source of variation.
In order to estimate the treatment effect of walking, we would need some unanticipated shock that increases
the returns to walking relative to driving. Pedestrianization of nearby roads, for example (which has been
the policy of many European cities) could be such a shock. Increases in parking costs for public spaces
might provide another option.
A second major social science question is the link between community cohesion and public safety. Sampson, Sampson et al. (1997) pioneered this question by using images of community connection that they
hand-collected. In principle, crowdsourced community images could provide a far cheaper source of measurement; these measures can be readily linked with neighborhood-specific crime data. But even with
perfect data on community connection and perfect data on crime, the correlation does not prove a causal
link. Again, there needs to be some sort of a shock to connection to establish causality.11
11

In this case, perhaps the closing or opening of a church or community center might provide exogenous variation. A physical
reconfiguration of the neighborhood provides another possible route to causal inference.
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How much do people value urban amenities?
When policy-makers decide on urban investments, from infrastructure to public safety, they are implicitly
or explicitly considering social costs and benefits. One of the roles of urban social science is to provide
estimates of the value that consumers place on urban amenities. Big data and new survey measures provide
tools for better measuring the value that consumers place on urban attributes.
There are two large strands of literature on assessing the benefits of urban amenities. Hedonic housing
price models compare the prices for housing units that vary in amenities, such as safety or good views;
the difference in price provides an estimate of consumers’ willingness to pay for the amenity. Contingent
valuation, by contrast, uses surveys—essentially asking people about their willingness to pay.
Hedonic price models make the most sense for valuing amenitues that are spatially delineated. If crime is
localized to a neighborhood, then a hedonic model can (under ideal circumstances) infer a willingness to
pay for lack of crime. Hedonic estimates will not be able to determine the benefit that urbanites receive from
a large urban park if they do not live near that park. While we accept most of the shortcomings to contingent
valuation stressed by the literature (see, e.g., Hausman (2012)), we believe that there is no alternative for
evaluating spatially diffused benefits. Section 4 suggests approaches for improving the survey techniques for
contingent valuation in cities. Here, we discuss the interplay between big data and housing price hedonics.
There are two classic problems that trouble housing price hedonics: heterogeneous valuations and omitted
locational variables. The heterogeneous valuation problem is that consumers value amenities differently,
and a hedonic price at best only estimates the willingness to pay for the marginal consumer (see, e.g.,
Epple (1987)). Meanwhile, the omitted locational variables problem is that every house and neighborhood
is associated with a vast vector of attributes—and many of these attributes are unmeasured. The estimated
value of measured attributes will be biased if those attributes are correlated with unobserved variation.
Black (1999) provides a particularly clean example of an approach that seems to solve most of the omitted
variables problem, but cannot do much about the heterogeneous valuation problem. Massachusetts’ towns
are separated into attendance districts, which represent discrete geographic boundaries that determine where
children go to lower and middle school. Black (1999) compares houses that are literally across the street
from one another, but that are in different attendance districts. Since everything else about government is
identical, the neighborhood is the same and the housing attributes are also quite similar, it seems quite plausible that Black (1999) estimates a willingness to pay for lower and middle schools with better test scores.
Notably, however, Black (1999) can do nothing to tell us how his estimates differ from the willingnesses to
pay of parents who were not on the margin between the two attendance districts.
Clean hedonic estimates can also be obtained from New York City condominium data, which Glaeser et al.
(2005b) use to estimate the value of a city view. In this case, the regressions include building-fixed effects
and compare identical apartments on different floors. The roughly 20% premium to being in a high floor
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seems like a reasonable estimate of the willingness to pay for a view, although it is possible that this estimate
is compromised slightly by the presence of ritzier neighbors on higher floors.
How can big data improve housing price hedonics? The first contribution is the proliferation of dense
data sets with information on home sales by address. Such data sets have always been available. Black
(1999), for example, used information from Banker and Tradesman on home sales in Massachusetts. But
since house sales are public information, data sets on sale prices are becoming more common and less
expensive. Eventually, they may make research that relies on self-reported housing values from the Census
or American Housing Survey obsolete. Unfortunately, sales data may include only a very limited set of
housing characteristics, and sales data rarely contain detailed information about the physical nature of the
housing stock. One approach is to look at repeat sales and assume that the physical characteristics of a house
have remained constant over time—but this assumption is often hard to accept.12 Alternatively, sales data
must be combined with alternative sources of information about housing characteristics—a natural big data
frontier.13
As many physical amenities are interior, big data aggregators are going to have to work harder to get estimates of interior space. One natural source for interior information is the floor plans and images connected
to addresses by web sites like Zillow and Craigslist. If interior images can be downloaded at scale, then they
can be linked to sales prices, just as external images can (see Section 3). While even high-resolution images
may not allow us to control for unit quality perfectly, they certainly include far more information about unit
characteristics than current hedonic analyses do.
Beyond the physical landscape, big data provides novel information on the test scores of local schools or
the quality of local restaurants. Yelp, for example, provides block-by-block data on the popularity of local
services. While service quality will not be exogenous, it can be part of a hedonic system that measures
willingness to pay. Social patterns are also more observable from Twitter locales as well, and this lets
researchers estimate which areas are popular on, say, weekend nights.
We must note, however, that while big data can provide stunningly precise pictures of life within a particular
neighborhood, it can never fully satisfy the omitted variables problem. When neighborhood attributes are
endogenous, controlling for them becomes problematic—and researchers would need even more sources of
exogenous variation.
Big data means better price data and a far larger vector of potential explanatory variables. It does not mean
that there are clear sources of exogenous variation in local attributes. Moreover, housing price dynamics are
murky. It may take minutes or months for a shock to percolate into housing values. Consequently, highfrequency price or rent data is unlikely to provide clean identification of the impact of shocks. Big data will
12

For example, Autor et al. (2014) look at the changes in prices after rent control, but they explicitly accept that these changes
will include the effects of unmeasured quality upgrading.
13
Gregoir et al. (2012) provide a nice example of a particularly large data set on rents and housing data, but their data is unusual.
At present, observing the physical characteristics of a house typically means relying on a traditional government survey.
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enable us to run hedonic price regressions with more explanatory variables, but it will not on its own enable
us to run better-identified regressions.

How can public policy improve the quality of physical space?
Beyond its value for academic analysis, big data provides opportunities to improve the quality of public
services. In this context, causality sometimes remains important—but at other times, simply being able to
predict outcomes is valuable on its own.
Perhaps the most natural use of big data in city governance is for management. The New York City Police,
for example, Department credits the highly local measurement of crime as being a major part of making New
York safe. Knowing exact locations of each crime enabled police to target resources and find criminals. Data
made it easier to hold precinct chiefs accountable.
The data-driven approach to policing works for other public services, as well. The Street Bump mobile app,
for example, streams data about potholes from people’s cars to Boston’s street repairers; the data comes
from jolts to the citizens’ smart phones.14 Similarly, big data makes it easier to have systems for citizen
complaints that enable the citizens and public monitors to monitor progress. For example, Massachusetts’s
Commonwealth Connect app, built off of Boston’s Citizens Connect app, enables individuals “to report
[urban] issues to the appropriate local municipality, even when the user doesn’t know which department or
municipality should respond”.15
As we discuss in Section 5, big data also makes it easier to target city services like restaurant inspections.
If Yelp complaints about the sanitary conditions in a restaurant are particularly high, then this provides
information that can help to target inspectors—a limited resource. Likewise Yelp’s rating of particular city
offices provides an alternative source of information that may be useful to urban management.
Yet the opportunities that are created by big data can, in principle, collide against the government institutions
(or strong public sector unions) that make it difficult to change work rules or institute data-based incentives.
Thus, perhaps the best opportunities for using big data in city management arise in settings where the interests of public workers are not threatened by the data. Technologies that make it easier for teachers to
target their teaching are much easier to implement than technologies that make it easier to evaluate teachers. Labor-saving big data tools, such as automated appraisal methods, are easier to contemplate when the
workers are outside contractors, rather than unionized city officials.
14
15

See http://www.streetbump.org/.
See http://www.cityofboston.gov/doit/apps/commonwealthconnect.asp, and also Weiss (2015).
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3

Measuring the Streetscape

While many of the core urban questions require exogenous variation, there are cases in which measurement
itself can be of great value. In this case, big data can bring advances even without natural or planned
experiments. In this section, we detail how applying computer vision algorithms to Google Street View data
(or other image corpora) can be used (1) to measure the physical characteristics of a neighborhood and (2)
to estimate neighborhood income.
In the past decade, Google Street View has extensively photographed the built environment in more than 100
countries. Almost all American cities have been documented in high-definition; the resulting images can be
classified using computer vision algorithms. The basic approach is to have some form of training data, which
includes Global Positioning System (GPS)-coded attributes of interest (such as housing prices, income, or
ratings of urban upkeep). The computer vision algorithm then learns to predict the target attribute from
high-dimensional moments of the arrangements of pixels in the imagery. Since training on high-dimensional
features can easily result in over-fitting, the predictive model is tested on a second sample. If the model’s fit
on the test sample seems good, then the model can be used to generate estimates of the focal attribute for
settings in which the underlying attribute data is not available.
Naik et al. (2014) provide one example of how Street View can be used to measure the physical attributes
of a neighborhood. They begin with crowdsourced ratings of perceived safety for 4,109 images (see also
Salesses et al. (2013)). Human perceptions of safety are then taken as the focal attribute, and computer vision
algorithms are used to scale the safety assessment to a sample of 1,000,000 images across 21 cities. Using the
Naik et al. (2014) measurements, we have now examined patterns of change in predicted perceived safety,
and documented that areas that are denser or better educated saw the largest improvements in perceived
safety at the neighborhood level (Naik et al. (2015)).
In this section, we consider two distinct but related questions. First: Can Street View imagery data be used
to predict income? Second: Can Street View data improve the quality and fit of hedonic regressions? The
first question is most relevant in the developing countries, where often we have large image corpora, but
no reliable large-sample income data. The second question is likely to be more relevant in the developed
world, where we have price data but typically have not used visual images of the streetscape as explanatory
variables. Predicting prices with streetscape imagery may also have public policy value as a tool in property
value appraisal in places (both developed and developing) where governments rely on property taxes.
If images are available for an entire city, then we can use a computer vision model trained on a small sample
of income data to produce a citywide map of wealth and poverty, as well as measures of income segregation.
If we have images at different point in time, we can then test how individual interventions changed the
distribution of wealth.
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Figure 2: Predicting Income and Housing Price from Street View Images
Median income for New York City is obtained from the 2006–2010 American Community Survey.

Predicting Income and Housing Prices with Pixels
As a proof of concept, here we demonstrate that we can predict the median income of residents in New York
City from Street View images using a computer vision model. We also show that the computer vision model
trained to predict median incomes from images from New York City is able to predict the median income of
images from Boston with almost the same accuracy as in New York. Finally, we link predicted income with
housing prices to show the potential use of this technology in hedonic housing price regressions.
We queried the Google Street View Image API to obtain cutouts from 3600 panorama images captured by
the Street View vehicles between 2007 and 2014. The cutouts were obtained by specifying locations (using
latitude, longitude values) and camera viewpoints (using the heading and pitch of the camera relative to the
Street View vehicle). We randomly selected latitudes and longitudes from a uniform grid overlaid on city
boundaries.16 We set the heading to 900 and pitch to 100 for all images. For this study, we set the sampling
factor to 40 images per square mile and obtained 12,200 images from New York City and 3,608 images from
Boston.
We linked our image data to median family income data at the census block group level using the American
Community Survey (ACS) data, which aggregates the samples collected between 2006 and 2010. The
images from New York City cover 2,439 block groups at a resolution of 10 images per block group, while
the images from Boston cover 459 block groups at a resolution of 15 images per block group. There are a
few census block groups with reported incomes clipped at $1,000,000. We clipped the incomes at $118,550,
which is two standard deviations above the mean of median incomes across the block groups. Finally, we
coverted the reported incomes to logarithmic scale.
To predict median income from Street View images, we followed Naik et al. (2014), who predict the perception of safety from Street View images. We began with a modified version of the Geometric Layout
algorithm (Hoiem et al. (2008)) to assign pixel-wise semantic labels. We assigned pixels to four geometric
16
We obtained this grid by selecting centroids of an unstructured simplex mesh computed over a polygon describing city boundaries (Persson and Strang (2004)).
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classes: “Ground,” “Buildings,” “Trees,” and “Sky.” Next, we extracted three image features from the pixels
that belong to the four geometric classes separately. We extracted 512 dimensional Texton maps (Malik
et al. (2001)) from each geometric class.17 Next, we extracted the GIST feature descriptors, which represent
the spatial layout properties of a scene (Oliva and Torralba (2001)), for each of the geometric classes. After
that, we extracted color information from images with joint histograms in CIE L · a · b color space.18 Finally,
we merged our three feature sets—textons, GIST, and color histograms—to obtain a 7,480-dimensional
representation of each image.
After feature extraction, we used v-Support Vector Regression (v-SVR) (Schölkopf et al. (2000)) to predict
income from Street View images. Given a set of training images with feature vectors x and income y, vSVR with a linear kernel generates a weight vector w and a bias term b under a set of constraints. The two
variables (w and b) are used to predict the income for a new image with feature vector x0 by evaluating
y 0 = w · x0 + b.
For training, we used the libsvm (Chang and Lin (2002)) implementation of v-SVR.19
We randomly selected images from half of the block groups from New York City to use as the training set.
We then trained a v-SVR model, and used this model to predict the income of images from the “test set”
comprised of block groups excluded from the training set. We averaged the predicted incomes of images
from these census block groups to obtain an estimate for their median incomes. The results from this exercise
are shown in Figure 2(a) and Table 1.
The first column in Table 1 shows the correlation between the predicted income measure and the actual
income measure for the training sample. For comparison purposes, we have also included percent white and
the share of the adult population that is college-educated. Across our 1220 observations, the R2 is 0.85,
indicating that the fit is quite good. Notably, almost all of the fit is coming from the visually predicted
income measure, which has a t-statistic of 70. By contrast, the t-statistic for college share is under 5.
Without, the race and education variables the R2 would be 0.77. Without the predicted income measure, the
R2 for education and race would be 0.25.
But the results on the training sample are relatively uninformative. In principle, the image data is sufficiently rich that we could massively over-fit the data—essentially we would be using a vector of explanatory
variables with 1220 elements (or more) to explain a data set with 1220 observations. The real test of the
technology lies in regression (2) of Table 1, in which we examine the link between predicted income and
reported income in the test sample. Somewhat remarkably, the results are virtually unchanged. The R2 of
the regression is .81. The t-statistic on predicted income is 62. Images can predict income at the block group
17

Texton maps encode the textures of objects such as walls, foliage, and streets.
The 3D histograms had 4, 14, and 14 bins for L, a, and b channels, respectively.
19
We set the slack variable (C) to 0.01.
18
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level far better than race or education dos.
Without the race and education variables, the R2 would .77, meaning that images capture 77% of the variation in this sample. To visually demonstrate the fit, Figure 1(b) shows a scatter plot of income and predicted
income in the testing sample. While the fit is not perfect, the correlation is remarkably strong.
In regression (3), we look at the connection between income and predicted income in Boston. We continue
to use the predictive model drived from the New York training data—there is no Boston-specific fitting of
income to pixels. We find an R2 of 0.86; the t-statistic on predicted income is 46. Without other controls,
the R2 would be .71. Our computer vision model works well even for extrapolation to cities other than New
York.20,21

Hedonic Pricing
We now turn to our next exercise: linking images to prices (Table 2). In this case, we are interested in
the extent to which physical attribute can add predictive power to models in which we are trying to predict
housing prices. In some cases, we may just be interested in expanding predictive power—perhaps if the
government is trying to improve an automated appraisal process for property tax purposes. In other cases,
we may actually want to know which physical attributes explain differences in housing values. Street View
imagery may be useful in both settings. For example, computer vision technology is beginning to enable
use to identify particular street level attributes, such as potholes. In principle, these attributes can be added
as regressors in a hedonic price model. At present, however, we focus on the simpler task of just predicting
prices with pixels.
We continue to use predicted income as our key dependent variable.22 In essence, the regression is asking
whether neighborhood physical attributes that attract rich people also increase housing prices.
Regression (1) shows that predicted income does have significant explanatory power for prices in the training
sample. The coefficient of 4.4 means that as predicted income increases by 1 log point, predicted prices
increase by 4.4 log points. The t-statistic is approximately 7.
Regression (2) repeats the exercise of regression (1), but using the testing sample. The coefficient in this
sample rises slightly—to 4.8—and the t-statistic is now over 7.5. One possible explanation for the slight
discrepancy between the samples is that over-fitting within the training sample actually caused the predictive
20
This does not prove that the model will work everywhere in the U.S., much less in the developing world. Boston and New
York are reasonably similar places, with comparable income levels and similar building stocks. More recently built metropolises
like Houston are likely to have very different patterns linking images and income. The patterns in the developing world will be even
more different. Our results here prove that pixels can predict income for block groups in New York. While suggestive, our analysis
here does not yet prove that pixels can predict income in Johannesburg or Bangladesh.
21
Also, we note that our analysis was done using block group data, rather than individual address data. We suspect the income fit
will be worse when we move to the address level, since aggregating to the block group level essentially averages over heterogeneity.
22
We could have directly predicted housing values from the images, but using predicted income slightly reduces the chance of
over-fitting and predicting housing values with idiosyncratic features that happen to be linked to housing prices in this data.
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VARIABLES

Predicted Income
Share White
Share College-Educated

Observations
R-squared

(1)
True Log
Income
New York
(training)

(2)
True Log
Income
New York
(testing)

(3)
True Log
Income
Boston
(testing)

1.328***
(0.019)
0.003
(0.006)
0.046***
(0.011)

1.357***
(0.022)
0.001
(0.007)
0.076***
(0.013)

1.639***
(0.036)
0.033**
(0.015)
0.126
(0.016)

1,220
0.849

1,219
0.820

459
0.858

Table 1: Regressions of Income on Predicted Income and Socioeconomic Variables
Regressions (1) and (2) control for borough fixed effects. Socioeconomic variables are obtained from the 2006–2010
American Community Survey. Standard errors are in parentheses. Regressions are estimated with a constant that is
not reported. ∗ ∗ ∗ = p < 0.01, ∗∗ = p < 0.05, ∗ = p < 0.1

VARIABLES

(1)
True Log
House Price
New York
(training)

(2)
True Log
House Price
New York
(testing)

(3)
True Log
House Price
New York
(training)

(4)
True Log
House Price
Boston
(testing)

(5)
True Log
House Price
Boston
(testing)

4.833***
(0.643)
0.492**
(0.196)
0.459
(0.386)

3.982***
(0.821)
3.412***
(0.701)
0.486**
(0.194)
0.156
(0.387)

7.722***
(0.709)
0.204
(0.303)
-0.983***
(0.334)

3.601***
(0.911)
5.420***
(0.909)
0.085
(0.300)
-1.028***
(0.329)

4.372***
(0.631)
0.778***
(0.187)
1.128***
(0.369)
1,220
0.218

1,219
0.225

1,219
0.240

459
0.223

459
0.249

Income Residual
Predicted Income
Share White
Share College-Educated

Observations
R-squared

Table 2: Predicting Housing Price with Income and Socioeconomic Variables
Regressions (1)–(3) control for borough fixed effects. Socioeconomic variables are obtained from the 2006–2010
American Community Survey. Standard errors are in parentheses. Regressions are estimated with a constant that is
not reported. ∗ ∗ ∗ = p < 0.01, ∗∗ = p < 0.05, ∗ = p < 0.1
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model to hit idiosyncratic income features of the training sample; when applied elsewhere, the model does a
slightly better job of picking up generic features of neighborhood attractiveness, which in turn do a better job
of predicting prices. Figure 2(c) shows the relationship visually; while the fit is far from the overwhelming
correlation shown in Figure 2(b), it remains significant.
Regression (3) shows the results controlling for the residual between the actual income and the predicted
income in the testing sample. Since income is a strong predictor of housing price, and predicted income is
not exactly equal to the actual income, the coefficient for the residual is fairly large—in fact, it is larger than
the coefficient for the predicted income.
Regression (4) shows the results for Boston when we do not control for actual income. As in the case of
New York, predicted income has significant explanatory power for housing price. In fact, the coefficient for
predicted income is 7.7, which is much higher than the coefficient for predicted income in New York. We
also note that the coefficient for the share of college-educated adults (somewhat peculiarly) is negative and
significant.
Regression (5) shows Boston results controlling for the residual between the actual income and the predicted
income. As we found in regression (3), the coefficient for the residual is fairly large (3.6), although smaller
than the coefficient for predicted income (5.4).
Thus, we see that Google Street View can predict income in New York and Boston, and predicted income
helps us predict housing prices in our sample. This does not mean that we can predict income well in the
developing world, but it does provide some hope that Google Street View and similar predicts will enable
us to better understand patterns of wealth and poverty worldwide.

4

Survey Methods

In this section, we turn to the role that survey methods can play in evaluating public investments in urban
space. The basic policy problem is to evaluate the benefits of an investment (such as a park or a new subway
line) or a regulation (such as a height restriction). We assume that the amenity has significant “passive use”
or “existence” value (Krutilla, 1967) or that there are social and political prohibitions against charging for
use, as there are in most urban public spaces.
Environmental economists, starting with Ciriacy-Wantrup (1963) and Davis (1963), were motivated by similar conditions to use “contingent valuation” methods to evaluate environmental amenities, such as access
to the Maine woods. Contingent Valuation techniques essentially ask respondents about willingness to pay
for environmental amenities. The problem of assessing how much Chicagoans value an extra park or New
Yorkers value an extra historic preservation district is intrinsically similar to the problem of assessing how
much Americans value species preservation or clean beaches. If contingent valuation works in one setting,
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then it should work in both.
However, it is far from clear that contingent valuation works in the environmental domain. Diamond and
Hausman (1994) and Hausman (2012) have written compellingly on the empirical shortcomings of contingent valuation surveys. Respondents often provide extremely high valuations for environmental amenities
that seem disconnected with the size of the environmental benefit. Desvousges et al. (1993) found that the
willingness to pay to protect 2,000 birds is essentially identical to the willingness to pay to protect 200,000
birds. Kahneman and Knetsch (1992) documented an “embedding effect,” whereby the willingness to pay
for a good “depends on whether it is evaluated on it own or as part of a more inclusive category.”
Pro-contingent valuation economists have fought back by providing models in which contingent valuation
surveys are incentive compatible, assuming that preferences are classically instrumental and rationality is
robust (Carson and Groves (2007)). As long as there is some probability that a given survey will determine
policy, then a well-posed question that pits costs against benefits should induce a fully rational respondent to
accurately reveal preferences because there is some chance that this respondent’s views will determine policy. But given the empirical problems associated with contingent valuation, it is tempting to see contingent
valuation as another setting in which the predictions of hyper-rationality fail.
There are two problems with contingent valuation of environmental amenities that are potentially less pernicious in urban settings: non-familiarity and non-instrumental preferences. The non-familiarity problem
occurs when surveys ask questions about topics that are quite far from the daily experience of most respondents. Asking most Americans about oil drilling in Alaska, for example, requires them to speculate
about a topic that is extremely far from their daily life; for such a topic, given that most agents have neither
the tools nor the incentives to investigate fully, why should we expect sensible answers? Even more importantly, 39% of Americans identify themselves as environmentalists (Pew Research Center (2014)). The
identity framework of Akerlof and Kranton (2000) suggests that anyone whose self-image is tied to environmentalism could easily have a non-instrumental reason for giving aggressively pro-environment responses
to a surveyor: such responses “prove” environmentalism, either to the individual him or herself, or to the
surveyor.23
In this section, we first make the case that contingent valuation has a place in urban policymaking if it can be
done with any accuracy. We then discuss responses to the problems of non-familiarity and non-instrumental
responses. Finally, we illustrate how contingent valuation might be applied in three settings: evaluating
a new park in Chicago’s Northerly Island, establishing a preservation district in Bedford, Brooklyn, and
imposing height limitations on buildings that abut Boston’s Rose Kennedy Greenway.
23

This argument is akin to the “warm glow” that is warned against in the NOAA Report on Contingent Valuation (Arrow et al.
(1993)).
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Why contingent valuation in the city?
Given the problems that Hausman (2012) and others find with contingent valuation, it is tempting to abandon
such survey methods altogether. But in cities, decisions often need to be made about policies that cannot
be evaluated using non-survey techniques. Moreover, unlike in environmental or other purely public good
domains, in cities the alternative to contingent valuation surveys is not careful, technocratic evaluation, but
the messy decision-making of urban interest group politics.
The economist’s first battle in urban policy is to push for any form of cost-benefit analysis—and that battle
is usually lost. Contingent Valuation analysis seems significant because it has the potential to make costbenefit analysis more palatable in settings where existence value is thought to be considerable. The case
for cost-benefit analysis in historic preservation, for example, seems much stronger if there is at least some
mechanism for capturing the extent to which pedestrians appreciate the experience of older urban spaces.
There are settings in which hedonic values capture some or all of the social value from an amenity. The
price premium paid near Central Park provides one means of assessing the value of the park. Yet the high
prices on Fifth Avenue may both over- and under-estimate the true value of that vast urban green space.
Environmental amenities attract the rich, and the Fifth Avenue price premium may overstate the true value
of the park because it also captures the perceived value of living next to the super wealthy. If a park premium
is assessed in a model with city-level fixed effects, then the econometrician cannot determine whether the
rise of values near the amenity represents a pure increase in values or just a transfer in value form places
far from the amenity to places near the amenity. Alternatively, the proximity premium may understate the
true value of the amenity because even residents who live far away from the park may derive a lot of value
from it.
Hedonic price estimates have a role in urban policy-making, but they are also—like contingent valuation—
an imperfect technique. For assessing the usefulness of contingent valuation in cities, we should not ask
whether the survey results look like the coherent preferences described in graduate microeconomics, but
whether they provide information that is, in some way, useful for policy assessment.
In most cities, the typical decision-making process is a mixture of interest group lobbying, local legislatures,
and executive authority—with little formal cost-benefit analysis of any sort. This process produces zoning,
most urban parks, historic preservation and subsidies to lure large employers. Elected officials are the
only safeguard of general well-being against interested parties. It is hard to see the downside of bringing
some contingent valuation polling into their decision-making, as long as the flaws of the method are well
understood.
A preference elicitation alternative to contingent valuation is the use of direct referenda. Direct democracy
has both fans (Matsusaka (2005)) and detractors (Schrag (2004)), and we do not mean to take a stand on the
use of referenda, in general. Yet we note that referenda seem to suffer from many of the problems associ-
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ated with contingent valuation surveys. Experts on referenda also that question wording can be extremely
important in referenda, just as in contingent valuation surveys (LeDuc (2003)). Referenda may be slightly
more incentive compatible than contingent valuation surveys, but this difference is vanishingly small in a
probabilistic sense, because the odds of being the pivotal voter in a referendum are extremely close to 0.24

The Problems of Contingent Valuation – and Two Proposed Solutions
An Illustrative Example
The potential upside of using contingent valuations in the case of urban policymaking is illustrated by the
case of Lexington, Kentucky, which debated subsidizing a new hundred-million dollar stadium for the University of Kentucky Bobcats, a wildly successful college basketball team (Johnson and Whitehead (2000)).
Sports teams surely generate plenty of non-use value, so it may make sense to consider subsidies to sporting
teams—but in this case, the stadium was not necessary to keep the team in the town, and it was not obvious
that the stadium would help the team win. Johnson and Whitehead (2000) used contingent valuation methods and found that local citizens valued the new stadium at less than $5 per year—seemingly quite relevant,
given that decisionmakers were considering a vast subsidy.
The Kentucky example seems largely free of the problems of non-instrumentality and non-familiarity that
bedevil many environmental contingent valuation surveys:
• Respondents were familiar with the Kentucky basketball team and were largely familiar with fancy
stadiums. Americans watch a lot of sports, and even those who do not patronize sky boxes themselves
have surely seen them on television. Respondents were able to draw two surely correct conclusions
about the situation: A more expensive arena would not actually improve the play of their beloved
basketball team. Moreover, since the Bobcats were a college team, not a professional team, there was
no chance that the team would change its location if it did not get the stadium. As a result, even the
most ardent Bobcats fan knew that the proposed hundred-million dollar investment would not impact
the likelihood of a having the Bobcats in town.
• Meanwhile, there were many local respondents whose identities were somewhat linked to being Bobcats fans. Yet rooting for the Bobcats was not associated with supporting more luxurious seats for
wealthy Bobcats patrons. Consequently, one could be a perfectly loyal Bobcat fan without being willing to support the new arena; so, there was no non-instrumental value in stating a large willingnessto-pay.
In the sequel, we discuss the generality of the non-instrumentality and non-familiarity problems, and illustrate several potential ways of addressing both problems in urban contexts.
24

Caplan (2011) reminds us of the many examples in which voters are misinformed and appear downright irrational—which may
be unsurprising given the unfamiliarity of most political issues and the limited incentives that voters have to gather information.
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Issue 1 – Non-Consequential Motives in Survey Response
Carson and Groves (2007) take the view that economists have little to say about non-consequential motives
in survey response because such responses are far away from conventional economics. We respectfully
disagree and certainly, there is plenty of scope for economists to test hypotheses about non-consequential
preferences.
For simplicity, consider a 1-0 survey question about taking some environmental action that comes with a
cost, such as paying $1,000 per person to protect a species of owl. Assume that the net benefit to the survey
respondent of the action is bi , and the probability that the survey (or vote) will be pivoted is πi . As long as
πi > 0, and there are no other preferences bearing on the response, then the individual will give the true
answer.
Yet assume that the individual has some non-consequential benefit vi from saying “yes” to the question, and
that vi is independent of πi . The response will be yes if and only if vi + πi bi > 0; in that case, as πi becomes
small, survey responses will entirely reflect vi rather than bi . If, as Carson and Groves (2007) suggest, we
have nothing to say about vi , then we can indeed do no better than take the survey as a measure of bi —but
we do know things about non-consequential motives, self-deception and the economics of identity.
If all environmentalists receive a positive payoff from giving a pro-environment answer, then if πi is small,
people who identify as environmentalists will say “yes” to any pro-environment question, regardless of cost.
According to this view, the number of birds saved in Desvousges et al. (1993) do not impact the survey
responses because the survey respondents are primarily answering for non-instrumental reasons, to show
their fidelity to their environmentalist identities. Any non-instrumental force can lead to responses that
are independent of benefit magnitude; this provides a natural explanation of the embeddedness results of
Kahneman and Knetsch (1992).

Issue 2 – Non-Familiarity with the Survey Topic
In the framework of the preceding section, non-familiarity might just mean that respondents assess bi with
abundant error. In principle, non-familiarity could just lead to noisy results. But non-familiarity could also
lead to worse forms of bias. For example, if respondents recognize the limits of their knowledge about
benefits, this could lead them to place even more weight on non-instrumental motives when answering. Or
respondents may rely heavily upon cues embedded in the survey itself.25 In this light, the extreme sensitivity
of survey results to framing is not evidence of irrationality, but rather a natural response to ignorance about
the topic. Respondents are sensitive to framing because their basic knowledge is limited.
25

A question’s wording presumably gives some sense of that question’s importance, as does the attitude of the surveyor.
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Potential Solutions
Surveys should be able to reduce the non-instrumental forces in responses by offering alternatives that occur
within the same domain, and thus are hopefully comparable on non-instrumental grounds. Meanwhile, nonfamiliarity can be minimized by posing options that are relatively easy to understand. Sometimes, however,
the two objectives are in conflict.
For example, consider an attempt to use contingent valuation to assess willingness-to-pay to clean up
petroleum around a coastline. An identity-comparable alternative might be “spending money to expand
research on renewable energy”; the survey can work towards environmental neutrality by highlighting the
environmental benefits of both courses of action.26 Yet both options suffer from non-familiarity. Perhaps
with enough pictures and discussion, the “clean coastline” can be turned into something comprehensible.
But it is hard to see how ordinary Americans will ever have much of a sense of what two billion dollars
in renewable energy research will accomplish—especially since experts would have trouble agreeing about
such an investment. Thus, it seems reasonable to consider alternatives that run more risk of non-instrumental
responses but that have the virtue of greater familiarity and comprehensibility. For example, spending on
cleaning up the coastline could be compared with expanding early education for the poor.27
Non-familiarity may be less of an issue in cities since most urban investment questions are readily comprehensible to ordinary people. But contingent valuation for some urban amenities may suffer from the same
identity or other non-instrumental issues as environmental surveys.28 Moreover, there are other identities
that can also matter within an urban setting. There is a preservationist movement that supports the protection
of older buildings, and there are urbanist identities that would be associated with more walking and public
transportation and less driving; questions that trigger these particular identities seem likely to yield biased
results.
As in the case of broader non-use surveys, contingent valuation methods for urban amenities should attempt
to minimize the role that non-instrumental forces will play in driving answers, by matching the alternatives along identity dimensions. Moreover, they should also work to ensure as much familiarity as possible.
We now consider three detailed urban examples and discuss an approach to contingent valuation that incorporates concerns about non-instrumental responses: Northerly Island in Chicago, the proposed Bedford
Historic District in New York City, and proposals to build up along the Rose Kennedy Greenway in Boston.
26

The NOAA Report (Arrow et al. (1993)) recommended that survey respondents be reminded of alternative uses of funds,
including environmental uses, and warned of a warm glow phenomenon, when respondents feel good about giving a particular
answer. Yet reminding someone that money saved can be spent on something else—which might be environmental in nature—is
not at all equivalent to giving a true environmental alternative. The environmentalist identity would surely still push towards the
environmental answer in the former case, but not in the latter.
27
While this approach might not be as biased as weighing environmental benefits against taxes, it does introduce a second identity
issue—it could well end up measuring the power of the environmentalist identity against a more general pro-poor progressive
identity.
28
Indeed, support for an urban park can be seen as being just as much of an environmentalist action as cleaning up a coastline.
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Northerly Island
Northerly Island is a current project in Chicago to repurpose the former Meigs Field airport into a park with
natural habitats. Northerly Island is man-made, so it is not a return to nature. Still, the project can be seen
as environmentalism both because it brings green space into the city and because it will offer a protected
habitat for some wild creatures.To our knowledge, neither the decision to eliminate Meigs Field nor the
decision to repurpose the space for a park have been subjected to cost-benefits analysis.29
We consider solely the question of valuing the Northerly Island park—not the decision to eliminate the
airfield. The natural alternative to the park would be leasing the land to a private developer who would
develop the space in some means concordant with city ordinances and regulations.
A first approach to valuing Northerly Island would be to conduct a contingent valuation survey in which
Northerly Island is compared to a variety of cash outcomes. Not having the park would mean lower taxes.
But since a considerable fraction of the park’s costs is to be paid by the Federal government, the actual
tax implications are likely to be quite modest; this comparison would almost surely lead to a strong nonconsequentialist bias in favor of the park. Evaluating spending reductions—especially when complex tax
policies and Federal budgets are involved—can also have non-familiarity problems.
A more nuanced approach is to conduct a survey comparing Northerly Island to the alternative of a private
lease, with different revenue levels to be paid to the government and allocated to an alternative worthy
cause, such as a trust for increasing pre-school availability for disadvantaged children in Chicago.30 This
approach will provide us with two competing warm glow effects: respondents’ environmentalist identities
will compete against their progressive identities. While the two options may both have familiarity, they
will also test the relative size and power of different identity groups within Chicago, which may make
interpretation more difficult.
A third approach is to give the alternative of a private lease, with different revenue levels to be paid to a trust
that will also benefit the local environment. In this case, a trust for investing in Chicago’s park system (and
particularly, animal life) seems natural. One option might be to increase spending on the publicly funded
Lincoln Park Zoo. In this case, likes are truly being compared with likes, and environmentalist identity
should not shape the results. The large challenge is to make the Zoo alternative comprehensible and familiar
to respondents. Some work would need to be put in to ensure that the alternative park spending delivers
outcomes that make sense. The Zoo offers the option of giving a clear number of animals that could be
brought to the city. It may however offer a slightly different non-instrumental payoff.
While the identity logic we have discussed suggests that the third option is least problematic on its own,
29

See http://friendsofmeigs.org/resources/2012-07-06_Friends_of_Meigs_Field_Comments_
for_USACE_plan_for_CGX.pdf.
30
Chicago currently has tuition-based pre-school, so that the program could essentially eliminate the pre-school tuition for a fixed
number of students—and that should be readily comprehensible by most survey respondents.
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perhaps the best approach is to use all three surveys and compare the responses. The degree of variation in
responses indicates the extent to which identity is important for the question at issue. If identity does turn
out to be strongly relevant, the third approach might be taken as providing the best single answer—but the
heterogeneity in responses provides us with a sense of how much we can trust the answers.

Shadows on the Rose Kennedy Greenway
For almost fifty years, Boston had an elevated central artery that carried cars and trucks through the city.
A massive eighteen-billion dollar infrastructure project, the “Big Dig,” essentially sunk the highway and
turned what had once been under the elevated highway into an urban park: the Rose Kennedy Greenway.
That space has now become prime urban land, which is cherished both by pedestrians and by developers.
The conflict between foot traffic and skyward construction has become a public policy battle, where public
officials, especially the late Mayor Menino, have repeatedly opposed projects that would cast a shadow on
the Greenway. Are strict height limitations justified in this prime downtown location? The benefits of tall
buildings are relatively straightforward.31 There are costs that could presumably be quantified from added
congestion and extra burdens on public services. Yet the cost that has received the most attention in this case
is the lost amenity of light on the Greenway.
Loss of light has been a critical justification for zoning codes since the huge mass of the Equitable Building
helped justify New York City’s 1916 Zoning Ordinance. Yet there has been almost no work quantifying the
welfare losses from lost light. When it comes to building residents, hedonics can help quantify the value
destroyed from lost views. Space within buildings is sufficiently homogenous so that the prices at the top
and bottom of buildings provides a reasonable estimate of the market value of clear sight lines (Glaeser et al.
(2005a)).
Yet Mayor Menino was clearly worried about the costs that shadows impose on pedestrians, and we have
close to no evidence on the values that pedestrians place on light amenities.
One contingent valuation approach in this setting would be to ask Bostonians to show Bostonians two images
of the Greenway—one with the status quo and a second with a space of new buildings—and to ask them
which they prefer, and how much they would be willing to pay per year to have their preferred streetscapes.
This approach is likely to suffer from both non-instrumental answers and non-familiarity. Among those
people who oppose development, images with shorter buildings would conform with identities as preservers
of the status quo. Non-familiarity may be less extreme than in the case coastline cleanup—but still, few
people have ever literally had the power to determine a streetscape. A decision involving trading height for
cash is not one that respondents will have made in the past.
31
The most obvious benefit is just the difference between the price of added space and the cost of building upwards. There could
be ancillary benefits from agglomeration benefits and increased property tax revenues.
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A second alternative is to focus on the act of walking along the street. Respondents can be asked whether
they would rather walk along one streetscape or another. Then instead of asking whether they would pay for
their preferred streetscape with cash, they can be asked whether they would be willing to walk some extra
distance (one block, two blocks) so that they can amble along their preferred streetscape. This phrasing
would not entirely eliminate non-instrumental voting. Supporters of a “shorter city” would presumably
still understand the significance of the question and they may well want to assert their affection for the
shorter building by giving a particularly high willingness to pay. However, the phrasing would still move
the question completely into the realm of the familiar. Every urban resident has thought about their preferred
routes and has occasionally weighed a shorter route against a more pleasant one. The one remaining step
would be to turn the time willingness-to-pay into a cash willingness-to-pay.
A third alternative would be to quantify willingness-to-pay in terms of comparable urban amenities, such
as open spaces and parks. The city could, in principle, use the value generated by building up around the
Greenway to either upgrade or build new public spaces within the city. The respondents could be asked
about their willingness to trade taller buildings off against new small urban parks. These parks could be
made familiar by showing pictures of existing parking lots which could presumably be bought and turned
into parks. Images of the potential park could then be offered. The respondent would then be trading likes
against likes and there would be less of a non-instrumental reason to show high values for restricting building
height along the Greenway.

The Bedford Historic District
The New York City Landmarks Commission is currently considering creating a historic district in Bedford,
which is part of the Bedford-Stuyvesant neighborhood in Brooklyn. If the area’s eight hundred buildings
become part of a historic district, then the Landmarks Preservation Commission must approve any changes
to the exteriors of buildings. While New York, like many other cities, has aggressively landmarked buildings
for fifty years, neither the costs nor the benefits of this policy are particularly clear.
The primary costs are borne by property owners who lose freedom to change their structures. There are
presumably also benefits that accrue to property owners, if having historic neighbors yields positive externalities. There may also be general equilibrium price effects coming from the reduction in housing supply
in the city, which hurt prospective residents. These consequences are difficult to assess, but economics can
in principle estimate these benefits.
Standard economic analysis, however, has few or no tools for assessing the benefits enjoyed by ordinary
pedestrians who walk through historical districts, or the benefits enjoyed by urbanites who just like having
historic districts exist. Again, this would seem to be an area in which contingent valuation offers the only
means of estimating willingness to pay. Moreover, since preservation decisions are frequent, it would be
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impossible to consider having regular city-wide referenda on each and every historic district.
The broad model we propose is similar to those discussed above. Again, we would suggest an array of survey
instruments. The first just asks about willingness to pay for the preservation of the area using the best available contingent valuation techniques. Again, we believe that this approach provides a useful benchmark,
but faces both non-familiarity and non-instrumental survey response issues. The instrument we suggest is to
use a time metric to assess pedestrian values. The streets of the Bedford Historic District can be compared
with streets that have mixtures of old and new buildings.32 Respondents can be asked about willingness to
walk to get their preferred streetscape at different times of the day or week; this time the comparison is familiar, although it does risk non-instrumental answers. The third instrument we suggest would compare the
Bedford Historic District renovation with other investments in the city’s physical past.33 Respondents could
be asked about their tradeoffs between creating the Historic District in Bedford and specific investments in
the city’s past that come at different price tags. The alternative investment’s costs would not be quantified,
but they could be illustrated with artist’s renderings and descriptions. This comparison would perhaps be
unfamiliar, but it would be unlikely to suffer from non-instrumental responses. Finally, the Beford Historic
district can be compared against scholarships for poor and middle-income New Yorkers.34

5

Quantification and City Policy

Beyond its value for urban science, improvements in the quantification of cities can dramatically change the
way that cities operate and evaluate policies.
New big data sources with bearing on city policy are becoming abundant: governments are digitizing and
sharing records, and private firms are collecting high-frequency measurements of local businesses, traffic,
and other urban features. Some urban policy questions rely on concrete understanding of a causal effect—
and while big data can inform these questions, the associated analyses are subject to all of the identification
caveats we discussed in Section 2. Other policies, however, can be informed directly through data, often in
combination with predictive algorithms.
In this section, we develop a taxonomy of the new types of urban data now available to researchers and
policymakers. We then discuss how the new data can impact policy.
32

Ideally, an area that was considered for a historic district but did not receive the designation and subsequent was altered would
provide alternative streetscapes.
33
New York has an abundance of abandoned and decaying landmarks, such as Staten Island’s Abraham Manee House
or the Old Bronx Borough Courthouse (http://ny.curbed.com/archives/2015/05/28/whats_next_for_new_
york_citys_many_abandoned_landmarks.php).
34
Once again, this metric is imperfect as it suffers from both non-familiarity and non-instrumental forces, but it seems like an
important alternative to try. At the least, it can show the power of different civic identities to shape contingent valuation responses.
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A Taxonomy of Data Sources
Digital Exhaust
One valuable but underutilized source of data is digital exhaust, the trail of data left online through everyone’s day-to-day use of the Internet. Across a variety of domains, digital exhaust can help to measure the
physical city. Review platforms such as Yelp and TripAdvisor provide direct measures of the quality of services and establishments throughout cities worldwide. Social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook
can inform us about the pulse of neighborhoods, or about the structure of social networks. LinkedIn can
shed new light on labor markets and search costs.35 Search queries from platforms such as Google and Bing
contain insight about the needs and preferences of a physical city. Zillow provides new insight into housing
markets, as does data from sharing platforms such as Airbnb.
Digital exhaust data can be applied to city management directly: Yelp reviews, for example, provide detailed,
high-frequency data on restaurants that can be used to assess hygiene (see the extended example discussed
below, as well as Kang et al. (2013) and Glaeser et al. (forthcoming)). Google searches can be used to
help predict flu outbreaks (see, e.g., Polgreen et al. (2008); Carneiro and Mylonakis (2009); Ginsberg et al.
(2009)).

Open Government Records
Thirty years ago, cities kept most of their records on paper. Now, a growing digitization movement seeks
to convert data that was historically on paper to electronic, machine-readable records. Digitized records are
often made available online. For example, criminal records have been publicly available for several decades
in many states, yet were very difficult for policymakers and researchers—much less the public—to access.
Over time, criminal records have slowly become digitized and readily available; this has made research
easier, but also has also influenced incentives for recidivism and criminal behavior more generally (Finlay
(2009); Luca (forthcoming)).
An “open data” movement seeks to increase transparency by making cities’ internal data publicly available.
Many large cities (e.g., Boston, Chicago, and San Francisco) have created open, freely accessible “data
portals” that researchers and citizens can use to access digitized records; many of these data portals are
updated in real-time. The availability of open data encourages entrepreneurs to look for ways in which city
data can be used to enhance welfare, and creates possibilities for new partnerships between city officials and
researchers.
35

For an overview of these and other user-generated content platforms, see Luca (2015).
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Corporate Data
Private data from companies represents a third, less developed, approach to measuring the physical city. In
addition to the digital data mentioned above, one can imagine using gym memberships to understand health
behavior, College Board data to gain additional insight into student performance, and credit card transactions
to quantify changes in spending over time.

How can new data empower the city?
At a basic level, cities specialize in three activities that are deeply reliant on—or can be greatly improved
through—data and analysis.
1. Cities evaluate and enact policies and regulations.
2. Cities operate public services.
3. Cities forecast future activity for the sake of planning and policymaking.
Here, we briefly sketch how big data will influence each of these activities.

Policy Evaluation
At a basic level, policy evaluations help to understand the intended and unintended consequences of policies.
Yet, most empirical analyses look at very narrow outcomes. We might examine , for example, at the impact
of hotel tax rates on the prices of hotels. We would prefer to measure the broader impact of taxes, but
historically, other factors such as the impact of taxes on “quality” would be very difficult to measure. Now,
we can in principle combine tax changes with TripAdvisor ratings, Priceline prices, and Airbnb listings to
obtain a much broader view of the intended and unintended consequences of tax policy on the physical city.
In addition to broadening the outcomes under consideration, new data can lead to higher-frequency estimates
of changes. Suppose, for example that we want to evaluate the impact of unemployment benefits on job
searches. Traditional analyses might look at length of unemployment and average income after one year.
But LinkedIn and similar sites could in principle give us measures of day-by-day job search behavior.

Operating Public Services
While research has traditionally focused on policy evaluations, there is a growing acknowledgment of the
practical importance of prediction problems. Cities, for example, are responsible for allocating scarce resources. Cities choose which domestic violence cases to follow up on, and which labor market complaints
to investigate; in both of these settings underlying choice problem here is not a program or evaluation, but
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rather a prediction problem. The city must predict which domestic violence offenders are likely to reoffend,
and which labor market complaint is most likely to unearth a serious issue. Using data to improve these predictions about the physical city creates value—and new data sources are central to this task (see Kleinberg
et al. (2015)).

Forecasting
Urban planners and policymakers forecast future economic activity through time-series analyses on leading
indicators of activity. New data sources—especially coupled with machine learning—have the potential
to revolutionize forecasting. Zillow, TripAdvisor, and LinkedIn, for example, respectively provide measurements that can be used in estimating future housing prices, tourism, and unemployment. Data from
app-based payment systems can provide insight into upcoming retail spending and consumption patterns.

Closing Example: Data-Driven Hygiene Inspections
We close this section with an applied example showing how data and predictive tools can directly inform
city resource allocation.
In nearly every developed country, health inspectors examine restaurants to identify unsafe restaurant practices (such as storing food at unsafe temperatures), which can lead to foodborne illness. These inspectors are
typically allocated according to the perceived health risk posed by a restaurant or cuisine. A sushi restaurant
may be inspected more often than a burger joint because sushi is more likely to lead to food sickness. Other
than that, health inspector allocation is effectively random.
But inspections do not have to be random. Suppose instead that you were to base the likelihood of inspection
on evidence from Yelp reviews. Perhaps you would start with a search on Yelp for terms like “sick” or
“dirty”; you would probably find a few culprits. But a predictive algorithm trained through machine learning
can do much more than that. The algorithm would “learn” from the history of reviews and history of
inspection outcomes, and then predict the likelihood of finding violations based on more recent reviews.
Inspectors could then be reallocated to restaurants that are most likely to have violations.
Kang et al. (2013) and Glaeser et al. (forthcoming) explored the feasibility of doing exactly that, using
natural language processing to predict hygiene violations using reviews on Yelp. To see how powerful
even a simple adjustment can be, consider Figure 3, which shows the correlation between Yelp ratings and
hygiene scores. Even before applying machine-learning techniques, it is clear that Yelp scores can help to
identify hygiene scores. In a competition run with the city of Boston to develop a predictive algorithm for
Boston, Glaeser et al (forthcoming) demonstrated that using Yelp reviews to guide inspections would allow
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Figure 3: Correlation between Yelp Ratings and Hygiene Inspection Scores
Review data consists of reviews on Yelp.com for restaurants in San Francisco, CA from September, 2010 through
September, 2013. Hygiene scores consist are from the San Francisco Department of Public Health, for the same
timeframe.
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reducing inspections by 40% without reducing the number of health risks identified.36

6

Conclusion

This paper has reviewed ways in which big data and new measurement can improve urban research and
policymaking.
There are research areas in which measurement is itself the barrier, and those areas are readily improved
through big data aggregation and analysis. For example, in Section 3, we discussed the use of Google
Street View to measure income. We showed that images do well at predicting income in New York City. If
images are also effective for predicting income in the developing world (based, for example, on small-scale
surveys), then they can enable us to map out the income and to measure whether exogenous shocks shape
income, at least as reflected in the streetscape.
Urban social scientists should also continue pushing for more targeted data gathering. Section 4 discussed
contingent valuation surveys, which, while typically used in environmental contexts, have value for urban
policy-making as well. The key here is to use insights from psychology to lead respondents to report
valuations that make sense. For example, pure money-metric questions, such as “How much is central park
worth for you?” seem likely to produce near-valueless answers. A better approach is to make comparisons
within-domain, for example, comparing investments in parks to investments in road quality. Also, surveyors
should strive to ask questions that deal with tradeoffs people routinely make in their daily lives (e.g., “Are
you willing to walk a block or two to travel down a street with shorter buildings?”).
Big data is particularly valuable when it can improve policymaking directly. Section 5 discussed the ways
in which Yelp (and other crowdsourced rating tools) can augment city services such as inspections. More
generally, big data offers the ability to use the broader civil society to augment the functions of government,
essentially by lowering the costs of contributing to government services. Electronic “apps” and similar
provide tools that citizens can use to give feedback to governments quickly and inexpensively.
In general, big data can meaningfully help big cities and improve research on cities—but only if it is used
with thoughtful care. Big data will do far more for urban research if it is paired with exogenous sources of
variation. Big data will do far more for policymaking and implementation if it is paired with openness to
new methods. As in most areas, new technology works best if it is accompanied by human capital.
36
Urban economists can also use prediction algorithms to improve their analyses. For example, Jin and Leslie (2003) look at the
impact of mandatory disclosure of hygiene grades on restaurant cleanliness; they show that independent and chain restaurants have
systematically different hygiene grades. Because each restaurant is inspected only a few times per year, any analysis of the Jin and
Leslie (2003) type needs to wait for new inspections to be performed. One could instead run the Jin and Leslie (2003) analysis
using the predicted hygiene as a dependent variable, as determined by Yelp reviews.
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